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BACKGROUND
The Catalina 34 MkII is a very popular and agile pocket cruiser with proven performance. Catalina Yachts are
renowned for their roomy layout and lasting fit out and Panache is a superb example in impeccably good
condition. She has been used predominantly in sheltered waters and has less than 1000 engine hours with
regular servicing.  Both interior and exterior show little to no signs of wear and tear you will be envy of other
boat owners sailing this yacht.

Launched in late 2000, Panache has recently
undergone considerable re-fitting and upgrades over
the past two plus years.
 
Her current owner has spent considerable investment
fitting her out for cruising with the addition of all
new standing rigging in 2017, new furler,  new wind
transducer, a bluetooth stereo system, all new canvas
covers and many upgrades to her safety equipment.
 
Panache is a sleek and fast yacht through the water
with a well maintained 35hp Universal engine with
less than 1000 hours and fitted with a 3-blade
folding prop.
 

Panache can accommodate 4 guests in two cabins,
with additional berths for 2 guests in the saloon. The
aft cabin is extremely spacious and the entire yacht
offers substantial head room in the main saloon. 
 
There is one head and toilet with internal curtained
shower. Power sources come from two batteries, a
240v inverter / charger. When berthed the yacht can
be connected to shore power. 
 
Panache was anti-fouled and polished in time for
summer and is equipped with a stainless steel bbq for
cockpit dining.
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Interior
The sleek interior is bright and comfortable with stylish
blue suede upholstery. Fresh air and natural light flow
through deck hatches and portlights to create a warm and
homely atmosphere with optional deck hatch covers and
blinds to block out sun or light if desired. The yacht has a
Bluetooth stereo and was recently wired for digital TV.

SLEEPING ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation comprises two cabins - a V-berth forward
and large master cabin aft of the galley under the cockpit
which offers hanging locker storage and cupboards. A third
sleeping option is available when the dining table is
lowered to form a large double bed. The head (to port) has
a toilet and shower with newly fitted electric macerator
pump with holding tank. The shower cubicle is separated
by a curtain for convenience.

THE GALLEY

The L-shaped galley is in the middle of the yacht and
offers good drawer and cabinet storage for comfortable
liveaboard cruising with well appointed bench tops, top
loading fridge-freezer, twin stainless sinks, pressurised
cold water tap and a dedicated garbage disposal bin. 

NAVIGATION

Situated below to port is a dedicated nav station and chart
table with VHF radio, battery monitors, electric bilge pump
switch and usb charging ports. Instrumentation for wind,
speed and depth are located on a fixed pedestal in the
cockpit with newly fitted LED steaming, deck and anchor
lights.
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On Deck
Panache is very simple to handle with a fully battened main
and single line reefing. Her standing and partial running
rigging were replaced mid 2017.  She is equipped with
cruising and racing furling headsails. The mainsheet
traveller is tucked away forward of the dodger so the entire
cockpit is free of lines and rigging. Under sail she is fast,
powerful yet very manageable short handed and promises a
fast ride. A newly fitted dodger provides ample headroom,
protection and excellent visibilty .

COCKPIT LAYOUT

Catalina Yachts are renowned for offering space and
comfort. A fixed table opens to provide cold storage with
drinks holders fitted to the console. Additional seating aft
of the cockpit allows for the whole family or group of
friends to enjoy this space. The cockpit can be closed off
while sailing but opens out to expose a swim/dive
platform with easy access from a drop down ladder to the
water. There yacht has a gas stainless steel bbq which can
be mounted to the pushpit when in use. All canvas was
replaced and includes wheel cover, spray dodger, bimini,
infill, hatch, winch and boom bag covers.

HIGHTLIGHTS & FEATURES

New Standing Rigging (2017)
New Canvas Covers (All 2017)
New Raymarine wind instrumentation
Engine serviced regularly with low engine hours 
New Epirb
New Bilge Pump and Float Switch (2017)
Clarion Bluetooth stereo system
Recently anti-fouled and polished
New Macerator and Toilet Pump
Electric Windlass
3-Blade Folding Prop
Large cockpit with sugar scoop stern with gas BBQ
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She could be
YOURS ...
Panache is a fun all-round pocket cruising yacht in tip top condition. She offers more
comfort and space than the average 34ftr and would be perfect for a young family.
Alternatively, she could suit someone wanting to easily sail single handed or take part
in Club racing. If you're looking for comfort, good looks, solid performance and a lot of
fun, Panache is the yacht for you.
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For full inventory details and to arrange a viewing of this exceptional yacht contact 
Sonia Robinson on 0410 35 77 55.


